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Welcome to the March 2018 issue of Sound and Touch. 

In this issue: 

CNIB Content exchange 

Christian Blind Mission content 

Innovation supports enhanced DAISY player service for library 

members 

Booklink Web update 

Update on studio recordings 

Library staff news 

Many thanks to our generous sponsors 

CNIB content exchange 

Last year the Library reached an agreement with CNIB for an exchange of 

library content. We have now received a hard drive from them, which contains 

several thousand electronic braille and DAISY books. It is an involved but also 

exciting process entering this content into our collection. For example as we 

have not yet joined Marrakesh, we are required to notify copyright to all the 

publishers of these books before we provide their material to you. This material 

will start coming through within the next few months.   

Christian Blind Mission (CBM) content  

In February, the Library received a hard drive from Vision Australia containing 

their entire collection of CBM material. This is over two thousand titles and we 

are working to enter these into our collection. Please contact the Library if you 

are interested in receiving this material and once we have entered this content 

into our collection we will add CBM to your user selections. 
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Innovation supports enhanced DAISY player service for 

library members 

The Blind Foundation has come up with a new way for library members to 

access library content on their DAISY players, without the need for physical 

CDs and postage. Called Daisy Direct, the new service has been carefully 

designed to ensure it is a quick and easy experience for library members. 

What is a DAISY player? 

A DAISY player is a talking book player named after the interactive digital audio 

format it supports, which gives blind and low vision readers many advantages 

over a regular audio player. DAISY structured books let a reader navigate 

through a book at different levels, and save bookmarks for future reference, as 

well as simply playing through from beginning to end. 

How does DAISY Direct work? 

The new Daisy Direct service runs on a dedicated mobile phone supplied by 

the Blind Foundation, which has a special app to connect directly to the 

Foundation digital library. With no need to push any buttons or navigate a 

screen, the app automatically downloads audio books according to individual 

preferences, similar to the audio book titles allocated and delivered on CD. The 

app then copies audio books to a removable USB drive, which can be 

connected to a DAISY player for reading.  

The development of Daisy Direct has been driven by the continued popularity 

of DAISY players, rising CD production costs, and a significant interruption to 

postal delivery times with the end of NZ Post’s Fastpost service. With careful 

consideration, Daisy Direct solves these problems by providing mobile access 

to the same digital audio content - without the wait.  

The feedback we have from members is that they love their DAISY players. It 

provides a tactile reading experience, and the players themselves are quite 

portable. We want to help them continue to enjoy this experience at no cost. 

Thanks to ongoing fundraising efforts, the Daisy Direct service has been 

developed and is provided at no cost to members. Mobile data for book 

downloads is supplied in partnership with the 2degrees network. 
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We are currently testing Daisy Direct, and requesting and subscription services 

will be available for delivering books and audio magazines within the next few 

months.   

For more information about Daisy Direct including if you want to be involved in 

testing it, or BookLink products and services, please contact Roland Brownlee, 

Digital and Collection Services Librarian in the Blind Foundation Library, on 09 

930 1570, or by e-mail at rbrownlee@blindfoundation.org.nz. 

Booklink Web Update 

We have now taken down the original Booklink website. Booklink web is 

accessible from www.booklink.org.nz so you may want to update any 

bookmarks for this site in your web browser.  We are continuing to work on 

improvements to usability and user experience particularly for our screen 

reader users in different browsers. If you need help with the site or want to 

register for the service please call the library on 0800 24 33 33 or email us at 

library@blindfoundation.org.nz. 

Update on studio recordings 

NZ House & Garden magazine 

The Blind Foundation is now recording NZ House & Garden magazine, which 

is available on DAISY CD and in BookLink, in the Home, garden and lifestyle 

section. This is New Zealand’s most popular home design, decorating and 

landscaping magazine, and is produced monthly. To receive this in your 

magazine subscriptions, please contact us on 0800 243333, or email us at 

library@blindfoundation.org.nz. 

 

Perspectives: Blind Foundation podcast 

In December 2017, the Blind Foundation launched its first ever podcast, named 

Perspectives. Perspectives aims to connect those who are blind or have low 

vision, along with their supporters, across the country. Two Blind Foundation 

members and employees, Adaptive Technology Consultant Mike Lloyd and 

Braille Awareness Coordinator Chantelle Griffiths, host the podcast. 

http://www.booklink.org.nz/
mailto:library@blindfoundation.org.nz
mailto:library@blindfoundation.org.nz
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Perspectives hopes to promote a better understanding of what it's really like to 

be blind or have low vision, and to reassure new clients that they are not alone. 

If you have a story you would like to share, please contact the team at 

perspectives.podcast@blindfoundation.org.nz or by phone on 0800 24 33 33. 

The podcast is available iTunes, Stitcher, and on DAISY CD as an audio 

magazine. You can also find it in BookLink, in the Health and disability 

magazine section. To receive this in your magazine subscriptions, please 

contact us on 0800 243333, or email us at library@blindfoundation.org.nz. 

Library staff news 

We say farewell to Jill Berdebes, Senior Library Assistant at our Homai library 

at BLENNZ. Jill bought a wealth of public library experience to the team and 

had worked with our children and youth at Homai for eleven years.  

We wish her well in her future endeavours. 

Many thanks to our generous sponsors 

We would like to express our appreciation to the people and organisations 

that have kindly sponsored books for the Library since the previous issue of 

Sound and Touch. These funds have helped to make print material 

accessible to people who are blind or have low vision. Without their generous 

support, it would not be possible to add more new titles to our Library. 

Many thanks to the following sponsors:  

Ian Richards for Lonesome when you go by Saradha Koirala. 

In memory of Coral Thomson for Leap of faith by Jenny Pattrick. 

The Library would also like to acknowledge the following Trusts and Councils 

for their generous contributions: 

Grumitt Sisters Charitable Trust 

Whanganui Community Foundation 

Dunedin Casino 

Redwood Trust 

North & South Trust 

mailto:perspectives.podcast@blindfoundation.org.nz
mailto:library@blindfoundation.org.nz
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New DAISY audio 

This issue contains DAISY audio books added to the collection since the last 

issue of Sound and Touch in December 2017. 

Abbreviations: 

AVH Association Valentin-Haüy 

BA Blackstone Audio Inc. 

CD DAISY audio CD ordering number 

CNIB (formerly known as) Canadian National Institute for the Blind  

MTM Swedish Agency for Accessible Media 

RNIB Royal National Institute of Blind People 

RNZFB Royal New Zealand Foundation of the Blind 

SALB South African Library for the Blind 

Ulv Ulverscroft 

VAILS Vision Australia Information and Library Service 

Adult non-fiction 

Blind Foundation material 

Welcome to BookLink Web by the Blind Foundation Library. A guide to 

the BookLink Web, the Blind Foundation Library’s online reading service. 

Read by Zee Monsalve in 39 minutes. RNZFB. CD98660 

Blindness and vision impairment (Biography) 

Wellington, my home: a memoir of Brian Murray Fox by Brian Murray 

Fox and Matthew Cunningham. The story of Brian Murray Fox's life as told 

to Matthew Cunningham. Read by Merv Smith in 3 hours, 39 minutes. 

RNZFB. CD97940 
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Christianity 

The flesh is weak: an intimate history of the Church of England by 

Andrew Barrow. A history of the Church of England. Read by John Whale in 

11 hours, 46 minutes. SALB. CD98644 

Disabilities and society 

Life after stroke: a guide for people with stroke and their families by the 

Stroke Foundation. An essential information resource for people with a 

stroke, their families and caregivers, and all who encounter the stroke 

community. Includes explanations of thrombolysis and other current 

information based on recent research related to the nature and effects of 

stroke, hospital procedures, and roles of health professionals. Offers advice 

on who to approach for help and practical recommendations about 

reorganisation of the home environment. Read by Margaret Blay in 4 hours, 

29 minutes. RNZFB. CD98697 

Health and wellbeing 

A good death: making the most of our final choices by Sandra Martin. 

Supreme Court of Canada legalized physician-assisted death. Competent 

adults, suffering grievously from intolerable medical conditions, will have the 

right to ask for a doctor's help in ending their lives. This book discusses the 

need to pass legislation that reflects this landmark decision and develop 

regulations that reconcile the Charter rights of both doctors and patients, the 

need to get the balance right between compassion for the suffering and 

protection of the vulnerable, between individual choice and social 

responsibility. Read by Naomi Joel in 15 hours, 16 minutes. CNIB.  CD98820 

Dr Libby’s women’s wellness wisdom: what every woman needs to 

know by Dr Libby Weaver. An approach to wellness, designed to 

specifically address the issues that women of all ages face and to help them 

gain an understanding of their body and what it needs in order to not just 

survive but to thrive. Read by Margaret Blay in 7 hours, 37 minutes. RNZFB. 

 CD97228 

Sod 70!: The guide to living well by Muir Gray. This book is part exercise 

book, and part manifesto for a happier, healthier life. It tells you how to keep 
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fit and keep the brain going, so that with a spot of good fortune you can be 

living a fulfilling, active life into your nineties and beyond. Read by Tom Carter 

in 4 hours, 3 minutes. SALB.  CD98648 

Language and linguistics 

Modernism 1890-1930 edited by Malcolm Bradbury and James 

McFarlane. An exploratory history of the ideas, groupings and the social 

tensions that shaped the transformation of life caused by the changes of 

modernity in art, science, politics and philosophy. Read by multiple narrators 

in 18 hours, 53 minutes. SALB. CD98688 

Medicine (Biography) 

In-between days: a graphic memoir about living with cancer by Teva 

Harrison. The author was diagnosed with metastatic breast cancer at the age 

of 37. This is her account of what it means to live with the disease, and 

confronts the crises of identity that cancer brings. However, a lifelong 

vegetarian, she agrees to use experimental drugs that have been tested on 

animals. She struggles to reconcile with an uncertain future, with balancing 

the innate sadness of cancer with everyday acts of hope and wonder. She 

also examines the quiet moments of helplessness and loving with her 

husband, her family, and her friends, while they all adjust to the new normal. 

Read by Kristen Ridley in 2 hours, 46 minutes. CNIB. CD98938 

Musicians (Biography) 

 “Just between you and me”: a memoir by Myles Goodwyn. Myles 

Goodwyn, singer, guitarist, writer, producer and leader of the band April 

Wine. His passion and drive shaped and directed the group from its earliest 

beginnings in 1969. Now in its fourth decade, April Wine continues to charge 

ahead as one of Canada’s very best rock bands. Read by Dave Budden in 12 

hours, 47 minutes. CNIB. CD98762 

Nature and animals 

Bee time: lessons from the hive by Mark Winston. A reflection on the 

lessons bees can teach about how humans might better interact with one 
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another and the natural world. This book explains how bees process 

information, structure work, and communicate, and how corporate 

boardrooms are using bee societies as a model to improve collaboration. 

Read by Gary Burfield in 12 hours, 7 minutes. CNIB. CD98842 

Alone against the north: an expedition into the unknown by Adam 

Shoalts. The Hudson Bay Lowlands, the Amazon of the north, is a trackless 

expanse of muskeg and lonely rivers, caribou and wolf.  Parts of it have 

remained unexplored to this day. Cutting through this forbidding landscape is 

a river no explorer, trapper, or canoeist had left any record of paddling. This 

was the river that Adam Shoalts was determined to explore. It took him 

several attempts, and years of research. Finally, alone, he found the 

headwaters of the mysterious river. Read by Simon Curwen in 8 hours, 50 

minutes. CNIB. CD98826 

Politics  

The European dictatorships: Hitler, Stalin, Mussolini by Allan Todd. A 

history of Europe's dictatorships and the rise of fascism during the Second 

World War. Read by Shari Nelson in 12 hours, 8 minutes. SALB. CD98645 

Politics (biography) 

Castro by John Griffiths. A profile of Fidel Castro and the post-revolutionary 

Cuba shaped by him, this biography incorporates many of the public 

statements he made in speeches and interviews. Read by Edward Blake in 3 

hours, 37 minutes. SALB.  CD98690 

Social sciences 

Arms: The culture and credo of the gun by A. J. Somerset. As a novelist, 

sports shooter and former army reservist, the author offers an insight into the 

gun as the pre-eminent cultural symbol of power in North America and asks 

how it got that way. An intellectual and cultural history of the evolution of the 

gun from a tool of protection and means of putting food on the table to a kind 

of totem, instantly capable of dividing communities. Read by Gerry Glinski in 

19 hours, 3 minutes. CNIB.  CD98835 
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Sport 

The miracle of Castel di Sangro by Joe McGinniss. The story of a team 

from Castel di Sangro, a small town in the Abruzzi region of Italy. A town with 

a passion for soccer that enabled the di Sangro club to reach almost the top 

of the professional game in Italy. It is the story of how this tiny dot on the map 

was transformed into a place of sporting magic, miracles and wonder. Read 

by Patricia Elston in 17 hours, 17 minutes. SALB.  CD98698 

Sportspeople (Biography) 

All the way: my life on ice by Jordin Tootoo with Stephen Brunt; 

introduction by Joseph Boyden. Jordin Tootoo was the captain of 

Canada's Under 18, a favourite on the World Junior squad, and a WHL top 

prospect who could intimidate both goalies and enforcers, and always a 

leader. He was drafted by Nashville, made the Predators out of camp in 2003, 

and became the first player of Inuk descent to suit up in the NHL. In the year 

between his draft and his first shift for the Predators, Tootoo faced not only 

the stress of competition in the world's top hockey league, the travel, the 

media, the homesickness, the pressure of being a role model but also the 

loss of his brother. This is an account of Tootoo’s battle with alcohol addiction 

by drawing on a heritage that could help sustain him even thousands of miles 

away from Nunavut. Read by Ian Mason in 6 hours, 40 minutes. CNIB. 

 CD98825 

Wars 

The Vimy trap, or, how we learned to stop worrying and love the Great 

War by Ian McKay and Jamie Swift. J The story of the bloody 1917 Battle of 

Vimy Ridge is, according to many, a heroic founding moment for Canada. 

This noble, birth-of-a-nation narrative is regularly applied to the Great War in 

general. Yet this mythical tale is rather new. ‘Vimyism’ - today's official story 

of glorious, martial patriotism - contrasts sharply with the complex ways in 

which those who had supported the war interpreted its meaning over the 

decades. This book explains both how and why peace and war remain 

contested terrain in ever-changing landscapes of Canadian memory. Read by 

John Lane in 22 hours, 4 minutes. CNIB.  CD98937 
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War memories (Biography) 

A boy from Botwood: Pte. A.W. Manuel, Royal Newfoundland Regiment, 

1914-1919 by Arthur Manuel, edited by Bryan Davies and Andrew 

Traficante. An account of Arthur Manuel's harrowing experiences as part of 

the Royal Newfoundland Regiment during the First World War. Written years 

after the war. Read by Simon Curwen in 6 hours, 46 minutes. CNIB. CD98765 

Let me go by Helga Schneider; translated from the Italian by Shaun 

Whiteside. An emotional memoir chronicling the uneasy reunion between a 

daughter abandoned at the age of four and the mother who abandoned her 

husband and young children to join the infamous Nazi Secret Service in 

World War II. In the nursing home where her 90-year-old mother lives, Helga 

finds her still unrepentant. This memoir interweaves her family history into the 

interview with her mother, evoking the misery of Nazi and post-war Berlin. 

Read by Barbara Rosenblat in 4 hours, 37 minutes. SALB. CD98700 

World history and travel 

A fortune-teller told me: earthbound travels in the Far East by Tiziano 

Terzani.  Warned by a fortune-teller not to risk flying, the author – a 

seasoned correspondent – travelled by rail, road and sea for one whole year 

in 1993. Consulting fortune-tellers and shamans wherever he went, he learnt 

to understand and respect older ways of life and beliefs now threatened by 

the Western modernity. The fortune-teller did save him from an air-crash in 

Cambodia. Read by Neville Jason in 18 hours, 47 minutes. SALB. CD98692 

An intimate wilderness: Arctic voices in a land of vast horizons by 

Norman Hallendy; foreword by Dr. William W. Fitzhugh. Memoir of an 

Arctic researcher, author, and photographer. The author’s journey to the far 

north began in 1958, when many Inuit, who traditionally lived on the land, 

were moving to permanent settlements created by the Canadian government. 

An account of the author’s adventures, experiences with strange Arctic 

phenomena, encounters with wildlife and deep friendships with Inuit elders. 

This book documents and preserves Inuit voices and paints portrait of a 

vibrant culture in a remote landscape. Read by Simon Curwen in 10 hours, 22 

minutes. CNIB. CD98832 
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Adult fiction 

Adventure stories  

Mutiny on the Bounty by John Boyne. December 23, 1787, Deptford on 

the south bank of the river Thames. A 15-year-old boy has got into trouble 

with the police on one too many occasions and is about to be sent to prison. 

Then he is offered a job as the captain's personal valet in place of a boy who 

is struck down with an illness. The deal is struck and he finds himself on 

board HMS Bounty, the captain is William Bligh, and their destination is 

Tahiti. Read by John Judd in 16 hours, 30 minutes. SALB. CD98750 

Spare me the truth by C. J. Carver. Dan, Grace and Lucy are three 

complete strangers. Plunged into a conspiracy that will test each of them to 

their limits, they come together in their hunt for the truth, whatever it costs. As 

their respective investigations become further and further entwined, it 

becomes clear that the threat at the centre of the tangled web is more 

explosive than they could have imagined. Read by Gary Denvir in 10 hours, 1 

minute. Series: Dan Forrester, book 1. RNZFB. CD97763 

Crime fiction  

Black tide rising by R. J. McMillen. Dan Connor is a former police officer 

attempting to heal after his career went awry. He finds himself pulled back 

into the job when a local woman goes missing and the responsible party is 

involved in a scheme to conceal a half-million dollars in stolen jewellery. In 

their ineptitude, the thieves disfigure a totem pole that the locals have 

endowed with spiritual powers, a crime nearly as serious as the kidnapping. 

Read by Mairi Fulcher in 8 hours, 2 minutes. CNIB. CD98953 

Dead right by Peter Robinson. Detective Chief Inspector Alan Banks finds 

his career under threat when he investigates a murder connected with a neo-

Nazi movement. What initially seemed like a fatal pub brawl turns into an 

investigation of the murder of a young racist. Police procedural. Read by 

Stephen Thorne in 10 hours, 27 minutes. Series: Inspector Banks, book 9. 

Sequel to: Innocent graves, 86083. Has sequel: In a dry season, 86082. 

SALB. CD98693 
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Into the deep by Colleen Coble. In the untamed beauty of Michigan's Upper 

Peninsula, a local scientist misses his son's birthday party and turns up dead 

in Lake Superior. A radical environmental group blames a mysterious lab for 

the dead fish found in a remote stream. Then an Alzheimer's patient goes 

missing and his home is ransacked. A canine search-and-rescue team must 

help unravel the secrets. Read by Dana Hopkins in 9 hours, 8 minutes. 

CNIB. CD98951 

Fantasy   

In your dreams by Tom Holt. Paul has been offered a promotion that seems 

too good to be true. He is wondering why all his long-serving colleagues look 

secretly relieved, as if they are off some strange and unpleasant hook. Read 

by Raymond Sawyer in 17 hours, 36 minutes. SALB. CD98696 

General fiction 

Arriving: 1909-1919 by Corinee Jeffery. July 1, 1909. Gustav Werner takes 

the inaugural ride on the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway between Melville and 

Regina, to apply for a homestead grant at the Dominion Lands Office. He is 

eager to become the most thriving homesteader in the townships of Neudorf 

and Lemberg, Saskatchewan, set aside for Gustav’s people, the German 

Lutherans. He does not know yet that life as he knows is about to crumble 

from his grasp. Read by Jan Crowley in 19 hours, 17 minutes. CNIB. 

 CD98841 

At first sight by Nicholas Sparks. Jeremy is living in the tiny town of Boone 

Creek, North Caroline, married to Lexie Darnell, and anticipating the birth of 

their daughter. However, just as his life seems to be settling into a blissful 

pattern, an unsettling and mysterious message re-opens old wounds and sets 

off a chain of events that will change the course of this young couple's 

marriage. Read by Patricia Elston in 8 hours, 31 minutes. SALB. CD98748 

Dear John by Nicholas Sparks. John, a high school dropout, enlists in the 

Army not knowing what else to do with his life. While in the Army he meets 

Savannah, they fall in love and she awaits his return from the Army. When 

John re-enlists after 9/11, they are separated for a long time. During their long 

separation, Savannah falls in love and marries someone else. Returning 

home, John must come to grips with the fact that Savannah, now married, is 
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still his true love and face the hardest decision of his life. Read by Luzanne 

Liverage in 7 hours 50 minutes. SALB. CD98699 

The island of books by Dominique Fortier; translated by Rhonda 

Mullins. A 15th-century portrait painter, grieving the sudden death of his 

lover, takes refuge at the monastery at Mont Saint-Michel, an island off the 

coast of France. A monk assigns him the task of copying a manuscript - 

though he is illiterate. His work slowly heals him and continues the tradition 

that had, centuries earlier, grown the monastery's library into a beautiful city 

of books. Translation from the French novel, Au péril de la mer. Read by 

Nicole Nakoneshny in 3 hours, 48 minutes. CNIB. CD98942 

Historical novels 

No worst, there is none by Eve McBride. In a serene city in the mid-

eighties, the privileged Warne family is victimised when their talented and 

artistic eleven-year-old daughter Lizbett is sexually slain. The surviving family 

members struggle with their mourning. And as the police search in vain for 

the murderer, Melvyn Searle, hiding in plain sight and feeling invincible, is 

hatching new plans of stalking the Warnes’ younger daughter, Darcy. Read 

by Mary Harrison in 11 hours, 23 minutes. CNIB. CD98950 

The piano maker by Kurt Palka. While settling into a simple life in St. 

Homais in 1933, and playing the piano for the church choir, Helene recalls the 

extraordinary events that brought her to this place. When the town police 

officer confronts her, past and present suddenly converge and she must face 

an episode that she had thought had been left behind forever. Read by Tina 

Srebotnjak in 6 hours, 2 minutes. CNIB. CD98949 

Silent noon by Trilby Kent. 1953. Fourteen-year-old Barney Holland is 

promised a fresh start when he is offered a place at a boarding school on the 

remote North Sea island of Lindsey. Instead, he is gripped by mounting 

horrors at the discovery of secrets harboured by the isolated school 

community. Read by Letty Rivett in 7 hours, 25 minutes. SALB. CD98662 
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Subject Request List 

Updating this list will remove the past subject choices from your list. 

Member Name: ___________________ Member Number: __________ 

DO NOT send books that contain (Please tick): 

 Strong Language  Violence  Explicit descriptions of sex 

Please tick subjects for the computer to pick for you. 

Fiction and Literature 

 Adventure stories  Australian stories 

 Christian fiction  Classics 

 Country life  Crime fiction 

 Disabilities  Erotic literature 

 Fairy stories and fables  Fantasy 

 Gay and lesbian fiction  General fiction 

 Historical novels  Historical romance 

 Horror and supernatural  Humour 

 Light romance  Modern women’s fiction  

 Mystery and detective stories  Myths and legends 

 Nature and animal stories  NZ and Pacific novels 

 Plays  Poetry 

 Romance  Romantic suspense 

 Science fiction  Sea stories 

 Short stories and essays  Spy stories 

 The family  Thrillers  

 War stories  Westerns 

Biographies 

 Actors and entertainers  Authors 

 Blindness & vision impairment  Disabilities 

 General  Medicine 

 Musicians  New Zealand (biography) 

 Politics  Religion 

 Royal families  Sportspeople 
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 War memories 

Countries: Travel, History and Culture 

 African countries  Ancient history and classical studies 

 Asian countries  Australia and the Pacific 

 European countries  Great Britain 

 Middle East  NZ history 

 NZ travel  North America 

 South America  Polar regions 

 World history and travel 

Religion and Spirituality 

 Christianity  Māori spirituality 

 New Age  Supernatural 

 World religions 

Other Non-fiction 

 Adventure   Biculturalism in NZ 

 Business and economics  Country living 

 Crafts and hobbies  Crime and the law 

 Disabilities and society  Disasters 

 Fine arts and architecture  Food and beverages 

 Gardening  Health and wellbeing 

 Human biology  Language and linguistics 

 Māori language and literature  Media and communications 

 Musical history  Nature and animals  

 Philosophy  Politics 

 Science and technology  Social sciences 

 Sport  The environment 

 Transport  Wars 

 Women in society 

Preferred Authors:  

Books in other languages are available. 
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Request List 

Member Name: 

Member Number:  

Phone Number:  

DO NOT send books that contain (Please tick): 

 strong language  violence  explicit descriptions of sex 

Do you wish to receive books that you have had before?  YES /  NO 

Talking Books – CD 

CD Number__________ CD Number__________ CD Number__________ 

CD Number__________ CD Number__________ CD Number__________ 

CD Number__________ CD Number__________ CD Number__________ 

CD Number__________ CD Number__________ CD Number__________ 

CD Number__________ CD Number__________ CD Number__________ 

CD Number__________ CD Number__________ CD Number__________ 

CD Number__________ CD Number__________ CD Number__________ 

CD Number__________ CD Number__________ CD Number__________ 

CD Number__________ CD Number__________ CD Number__________ 

Braille Books 

BR Number__________ BR Number__________ BR Number__________ 

BR Number__________ BR Number__________ BR Number__________ 

BR Number__________ BR Number__________ BR Number__________ 

BR Number__________ BR Number__________ BR Number__________ 

BR Number__________ BR Number__________ BR Number__________ 

BR Number__________ BR Number__________ BR Number__________ 
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Horror and supernatural  

Painted by Kirsten McKenzie. Art appraiser Anita Cassatt is sent to 

catalogue the extensive collection of reclusive artist Leo Kubin. Upon entering 

the house, she feels as if every painted eye from the portraits on the walls is 

watching her, including those of the unfinished portrait on the artist’s easel. 

Kubin’s lawyer did not share the detailed instructions regarding the handling 

of the art, and Anita and her team start work in ignorance of the very 

instructions designed to keep them safe. Read by Cheryl Lawton in 7 hours 

26 minutes. RNZFB. CD97760 

Mystery and detective  

This pen for hire: A Jaine Austen mystery by Laura Levine. Jaine Austen 

is hired by nerdy Howard Murdoch to pen a love letter to gorgeous aerobics 

instructor Stacy Lawrence. However, when Stacy is found beaten to death 

and Howard is accused of the crime, she is caught up in a murder 

investigation. Cosy mystery. Read by Stephanie Cannon in 5 hours, 25 

minutes. SALB. CD98643 

Private games by James Patterson and Mark Sullivan. Private, the world's 

most renowned investigation firm, has been commissioned to provide security 

for the 2012 Olympic Games in London. The opening ceremony is hours 

away when Private investigator Peter Knight, is called to the scene of a 

ruthless murder. A high-ranking member of the games' organising committee 

has been killed. It is clear that this was not a crime of passion, but one of 

precise calculation and execution. Private eye. Read by Jeremy Riches in 8 

hours, 48 minutes.  Series: The Private Series, book 3. Sequel to: Private 

London, 88082. Has sequel: Private: #1 Suspect, 92707. SALB. CD98751 

Toasting up trouble by Linda Wiken. It is event planner Jennifer Tanner’s 

turn to choose the recipe for the next meeting of the Culinary Capers Dinner 

Club. The caterer for the event - hotshot chef Antonio Marcotti ends up 

murdered the night of the party and she is the prime suspect because of her 

heated argument with the unscrupulous chef. Cosy mystery, private eye 

novel. Read by Pat Davey in 9 hours, 16 minutes. Series: A dinner club 

mystery, book 1. CNIB. CD98945 
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Nature and animal stories 

Second chance by Elizabeth Wrenn. Faced with an almost empty nest, a 

marriage that is as stale as week-old bread, and hot flushes that are driving 

her mad, Deena Munger needs a best friend more than Deena Munger needs 

most women. Despite her twenty extra pounds, Deena feels invisible and 

wonders when she started to disappear. Until the day, Heloise enters her life. 

To the astonishment of her family, Deena volunteers to raise a Guide dog 

and suddenly her world is turned upside down. Read by Colleen Wagner in 8 

hours, 43 minutes. SALB. CD97974 

NZ and Pacific novels 

Breaking connections: a novel by Albert Wendt. A dynamic group has 

emerged in Auckland whose members refer to themselves as the Tribe. 

Mainly Polynesian, they grow up together, rise from poverty and become 

successful professionals, bound by love and fierce loyalty. Daniel is informed 

that Aaron, one of the key members, has been killed. He returns to New 

Zealand and is caught up in the crisis. Read by Francis Mountjoy in 12 hours, 

4 minutes. RNZFB. CD89553 

The case of the missing body by Jenny Powell. The true and unusual 

story of Lily, who has no sense of her body. She has struggled with the 

effects of this her whole life. Desperate to try anything to 'be normal', Lily 

agrees to begin work with her physiotherapist in a gymnasium albeit 

sceptically. One extraordinary day, working in the gym, Lily discovers she has 

shoulder blades. She becomes her own detective, searching for clues to help 

her find her own body. Novel based on a true story. Read by Linda Wright in 

4 hours, 3 minutes. RNZFB. CD97830 

Romance 

The best of me by Nicholas Sparks. Two small-town former high school 

sweethearts meet again when they come back to their hometown for the 

funeral of their mentor. Now middle-aged, they have taken wildly divergent 

paths, but neither has lived the life they imagined and neither can forget the 

passionate first love that forever altered their world. They are forced to 

confront the choices each has made, and ask whether love can truly rewrite 

the past. Read by Saajida Francis in 7 hours, 33 minutes. SALB. CD98749 
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Going home by Danielle Steel. Gillian Forrester decides to move to New 

York after Chris’s infidelity puts an end to their passionate love affair and 

leaves her emotionally desolate. Here she meets Gordon, a cultivated and 

mature man who helps her cope with life and New York. Then Chris wants 

her back and Gillian is forced to choose. Read by Pamela Brown in 9 hours, 

57 minutes. SALB. CD98694 

The wedding by Nicholas Sparks. With the preparations for his daughter's 

wedding serving as a catalyst, Wilson Lewis realises that his relationship with 

his wife of thirty years is threatened, and sets out to make his wife fall in love 

with him once again. Read by David Thatcher in 8 hours, 57 minutes. Series: 

The notebook, book 2. Sequel to: The notebook, 83817. VisAbility. CD98722 

Romantic suspense 

A cry in the night by Colleen Coble. A mysterious crying in the night leads 

search-and-rescue worker Bree Matthews and her dog Samson to an 

abandoned baby in the woods outside of Rock Harbor, Michigan. Against 

objections from her husband, Bree takes the baby girl in and begins a search 

for the mother. Where is she and why did she leave the child behind? In 

addition, how does that connect to Bree's first husband's mysterious death? 

Read by Eileen Davis in 9 hours, 3 minutes. CNIB. CD98948 

Science fiction 

Spawning ground by Kevin Cockle. Genetically enhanced workers are the 

future of companies competing in the global marketplace. However, genetic 

perfection has a price: a brutal Darwinian contest of strength and cunning to 

determine which bloodlines will continue, and dominate. When Sarah 

Wheeler’s Spawning Contest is rigged, an adversary who knows her every 

flaw and weakness will put her breeding and training to the ultimate test. 

Read by Anita Captain in 9 hours, 5 minutes. CNIB. CD98939 

Short stories 

The dark and other love stories by Deborah Willis. A collection of thirteen 

stories where the characters exist on the edge of danger, where landscapes 

melt into dreamscapes and every house is haunted. Full of longing and 

strange humour, these subtle, complex stories that show how love ties us to 
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one another and to the world. Read by John Goddard in 7 hours, 2 minutes. 

CNIB. CD98940 

Everything life has to offer by Shari Kasman. A collection of seventeen 

short stories. Stories about everything life has to offer, stories that are as 

unusual, whimsical and unpredictable as life itself. Read by Mary Harrison in 

5 hours, 24 minutes. CNIB. CD98943 

Swinging through Dixie by Leon Rooke. A collection of two novellas and 

three short stories connected by place and mood. Stories of daring young 

women, mad mothers, and traumatized children affected radically by the 

magic of their world. With these joyful, touching, and well-crafted pieces, 

Rooke speaks to a time and sensibility long forgotten. Read by Marc Rosen 

in 9 hours, 34 minutes. CNIB. CD98944 

The family 

Dark territory by Susan Philpott. Signy Shepherd has spent her career a 

modern underground railroad, shepherding at-risk women out of peril. When 

she takes Lizzy, a young woman desperate to save her infant son, under her 

protection, the case appears to be like any other. However, as Signy drives 

Lizzy and her son out of the city, suddenly, she finds the police hot on their 

tail. When Lizzy’s erratic behaviour propels them into further danger, Signy 

begins to suspect that her new ward is not the victim she claims to be. Read 

by Louise Polika in 11 hours, 54 minutes. CNIB. CD98941 

The fishers of paradise by Rachael Preston. The boathouse community 

along the shores of Dundas Marsh has come under siege. Members of 

Hamilton’s City Beautiful Movement have planned a new bridge through their 

neighbourhood and the boathouses are being destroyed, their owners 

relocated. Young Egypt Fisher faces the prospect of losing her home. 

However, politicians and gentrification are not the only threats to her 

paradise. Read by Annice Blake in 12 hours, 24 minutes. CNIB. CD98946 

Mysterious fragrance of the yellow mountains by Yasuko Thanh. 1908. 

The French rule Saigon. Georges-Minh, a Vietnamese national and Paris-

educated physician, nurses a secret loathing for the French connections that 

have made him rich but have torn his beloved country apart. With a group 

calling themselves the Mysterious Fragrance of the Yellow Mountains, 

Georges-Minh plots revenge, by creating a poison to mix into the Christmas 
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dinner of a garrison of French soldiers. However, the assassination attempt 

goes horribly wrong. Read by Anne Glatt in 8 hours, 49 minutes. CNIB. 

 CD98947 

Thrillers 

61 hours by Lee Child. Reacher finds himself in Bolton, South Dakota, when 

the tour bus he is on skids off the road and crashes. A highly sophisticated 

methamphetamine lab run by a vicious Mexican drug cartel has begun 

operating outside this town at an abandoned military facility. The helpless 

local cops enlist Reacher’s assistance. Read by Jeff Harding in 12 hours, 19 

minutes. Series: Jack Reacher; book 14. Sequel to: Gone tomorrow, 54549. 

VisAbility. CD98761 

Abomination by Colleen Coble. A beautiful woman, barefoot and bleeding 

stands by the side of the road, with a child in her arms. Someone just tried to 

kill her, but she would not recognize him if she saw his face. She does not 

even remember her own name. The man who calls himself Gideon waits and 

plans. He sees himself as a destroyer of evil, one who rids the world of 

abominations. He has already killed five and will kill again. Somewhere in the 

wilderness, in a secret geocache lies the unspeakable clue that links them all 

together. Read by Deb Caruso in 12 hours, 15 minutes. CNIB. CD98822 

Year of the tiger by Jack Higgins. A vitally important scientist, holding 

intelligence that could shift the balance of world power, is being held in China. 

British secret agent Paul Chavasse is the perfect man to slip through the 

border, locate the scientist and bring him back to the West. Read by Patrick 

McNee in 5 hours, 27 minutes. SALB. CD98320 

War stories 

Matrons and madams by Sharon Johnston. A British World War I widow 

who arrives in Canada to run Lethbridge Hospital, and a widowed Nova 

Scotia schoolteacher who ends up in the same city, running a brothel. The 

lives of these two women unexpectedly intertwine when, together, they set up 

the first venereal disease clinic in the province to combat the rampant 

venereal disease that spreads throughout Alberta once soldiers return from 

the Great War and to improve the lives of the women who work in the 
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brothels of Lethbridge. Based on a true story. Read by Ann Saunders in 9 

hours, 32 minutes. CNIB. CD98952 

Young adult fiction 

A confusion of princes by Garth Nix. 
 
The three deaths of Prince Khemri, in his own words. We follow him as he 
trains to become a Prince of the Empire, an enhanced human being, equipped 
with biological and technological improvements that make him faster, stronger 
and smarter than any ordinary person. Not to mention the ultimate benefit: 
should he die, and be deemed worthy, he will be reborn. 
 
Available in daisy audio 96236, braille 95886 and ebraille 95887 

 
Throne of glass by Sarah J. Maas. 
 
Throne of glass; book 01 
Has sequel: Crown of midnight: 92761 
 
After she has served a year of hard labour in the salt mines of Endovier for her 
crimes, Crown Prince Dorian offers eighteen-year-old assassin Celaena 
Sardothien her freedom on the condition that she act as his champion in a 
competition to find a new royal assassin. 
 
Available in daisy audio 88473, braille 93191, ebraille 93192 and etext 93190 

Junior fiction 

The tuatara and the skink by Yvonne Morrison 
 
The story of the tortoise and the hare is retold with a New Zealand twist where 
a slow native tuatara and a quick little skink are pitted against each other to 
prove that slow and steady wins the race. 
 
Available in daisy audio 87725, braille 93139, and twin vision 87724 

Young adult fiction – Large Print 

A torch against the night by Sabaa Tahir 
 
Ember in the ashes book 02. 
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Sequel to: An ember in the ashes: 95766 
 
Laia and Elias fight their way north to liberate Laia's brother from the horrors 
of Kauf Prison. Hunted by Empire soldiers, manipulated by the Commandant, 
and haunted by their pasts, Laia and Elias must outfox their enemies and 
confront the treacherousness of their own hearts. On the other side, Helene 
finds herself taking on a mission to prove herself - a mission that might destroy 
her, instead. 
 
Available in large print 95775, braille 95771, ebraille 95772 and etext 95774 

Junior fiction – DAISY playaway 

Loot: how to steal a fortune by Jude Watson. 
 

Loot; book 1 
Has sequel: Sting: it takes a crook to catch a crook: 93219 
 
When Alfie McQuinn, the notorious jewel thief, is killed on a job, his last words 
to his son, March, are to "find jewels" and this instruction leads the boy to Jules, 
the twin sister he never knew he had - and the perfect partner to carry on the 
family business. 
 
Available in playaway 82760, braille 93221, ebraille 93222 and etext 93223 
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New braille and ebraille books 

This issue contains braille and ebraille books added to the collection since 

the last issue of Sound and Touch in December 2017. Adult braille books 

have a CD number as they are embossed upon request. 

Abbreviations: 

UEB Unified English Braille code 

Ebraille Electronic braille books held at Parnell Library 

RNZFB Royal New Zealand Foundation of the Blind 

CNIB (Formerly known as) Canadian National Institute for the 

Blind 

f. Computer file available for embossing 

v. volume(s) 

The following braille books are contracted, single-spaced and double 

sided. 

Adult non-fiction 

Blind Foundation material 

Welcome to BookLink Web by the Blind Foundation Library. A guide to 

the BookLink Web, the Blind Foundation Library’s online reading service. 

Embossed upon request. 1 v. UEB. RNZFB. Braille98713 Ebraille98714 

Adult fiction 

Adventure stories 

Solo by Jack Higgins. Makali is a concert pianist, internationally famous. He 

was also the most dangerous man in Europe, a ruthless assassin. When an 

irresistible force meets an immovable object, trouble usually ensues. 

Therefore, when Makali met Asa Morgan there could only be one solution - 
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death. Embossed upon request. 1 f. UEB. Seeing Ear. 

 Braille98805 Ebraille98806  

Classics 

Kasyan from the beautiful lands by Ivan Turgenev. An account of the 

author’s hunting in rural Russia, and the extraordinary characters he meets 

there. Embossed upon request. 1 f. UEB. Seeing Ear. 

 Braille98833 Ebraille98834  

Fantasy 

Darkspell by Katharine Kerr. Nevyn, Rhodry and Jill are bound to the fate of 

the land and struggle to unite the humans of Deverry with the once-hostile 

race of Elves. However, the evil and powerful sorcerers of Annwn know that 

any alliance between the two races will threaten their own dominion. 

Embossed upon request. 1 f. UEB. Seeing Ear. 

 Braille98817 Ebraille98813  

Historical romance 

Somewhere in France by Jennifer Robson. The stifling restriction of 

aristocratic British society and her mother's rigid expectations forbid Lily from 

following her heart. When war breaks out, defying her parents, she moves to 

London and eventually become an ambulance driver in the newly formed 

Women's Army Auxiliary Corps. Assigned to a field hospital in France, Lilly is 

reunited with Robert Fraser. Fearful for her life, he is determined to keep her 

safe, even if it means breaking her heart. Embossed upon request. 4 v. UEB. 

Seeing Ear.  Braille98531 Ebraille98532 

Humour 

A confederacy of dunces by John Kennedy Toole. Percy dubs Ignatius 

Reilly as a mad Oliver Hardy, a fat Don Quixote, a perverse Thomas Aquinas 

rolled into one who is in violent revolt against the entire modern age. Ignatius 

explodes when his mother backs her car into another automobile. The owner 

of the damaged vehicle insists on payment and Mrs. Reilly demands that 
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Ignatius get a job. Embossed upon request. 1 f. UEB. Seeing Ear. 

 Braille98809 Ebraille98810 

Mystery and detective 

Death of an avid reader by Frances Brody. Lady Coulton gets Kate 

Shackleton's to find her daughter, born out of wedlock and given up to a 

different family. As Kate delves deeper into Lady Coulton's past, she finds 

herself thrust into a scandal in the quiet Leeds Library. When the body of the 

respected Horatio Potter is found in the Leeds Library basement, the quiet 

literary community is suddenly turned upside down with suspicions, 

accusations - the appearance of a particularly intelligent Capuchin monkey! 

Cosy mystery. Embossable upon request. 1 f. UEB. Seeing Ear.  

 Braille98821 Ebraille98823 

Romance 

After you by Jojo Moyes. After the transformative six months spent with Will 

Traynor, Louisa is struggling without him when an accident forces Lou to 

return home to her family. Her body heals, but Lou herself knows that she 

needs to be kick-started back to life and learning to fall in love again, with all 

the risks that it brings. Embossable upon request. 1 f. UEB. Seeing Ear.  

 Braille98811 Ebraille98812 

Sea stories 

Golden lion by Wilbur Smith. Henry “Hal" Courtney dedicated his youth to 

avenging his father's name who was executed wrongly during the war. Now, 

twenty years post war, a truce has been made between the English and the 

Dutch. Hal has become the captain of his ship, the Golden Bough, which sails 

from the slave markets of Zanzibar to the pirate-riddled waters of the Indian 

Ocean in search of fortune and treasure. Though the war is over, the final 

battle has not been won. Embossable upon request. 1 f. UEB. Seeing Ear. 

 CD98827 Ebraille98828 
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Supernatural 

The deadman’s pedal by Alan Warner. It is the early 1970s in the 

Highlands of Scotland and 16-year-old Simon Crimmons is working on the 

trains, thrown into a community of jaded older men. He is introduced to a 

world far more glamorous and strange. He meets the louche, bohemian Alex, 

and his dark, gorgeous sister, Varie. When Simon falls in love with Varie, he 

is suddenly given a freedom and mobility that is both thrilling and vertiginous. 

Embossable upon request. 1 f. UEB. Seeing Ear.CD98839 Ebraille98840 

Thrillers 

House of cards by Michael Dobbs. Francis Urquhart has his hands on 

every secret in politics - and is willing to betray them all to become Prime 

Minister.   Mattie Storin is a tenacious young political correspondent who 

faces the biggest challenge of her life when she stumbles upon a scandalous 

web of intrigue and financial corruption at the very the very top. She is 

determined to reveal the truth, but she must risk everything to do so. 

Embossed upon request. 1 f. UEB. Seeing Ear. 

 Braille98830 Ebraille98831 

 

The loving husband by Christobel Kent. Fran Hall and her husband 

Nathan live in a farmhouse on the edge of the Fens with their two children. 

One February night, when her baby wakes Fran, she finds the bed empty 

beside her and Nathan gone. Searching the house for him, she makes a 

devastating discovery. Was he really the loving husband that Fran had 

trusted him to be? Embossed upon request. 1 f. UEB. Seeing Ear. 

 Braille98852 Ebraille98853 

Young adult collection 

 
Almost Grace by Rosie Rowell 
 
On holiday in a fishing village on the South African coast, Grace meets Spook, 
a charismatic and charming surfer, who has spent most of his life running away 
from the responsibilities of the real world - just like Grace. Their attraction is 
instant, but Grace quickly realises Spook is hiding something. Then he 
disappears, leaving Grace behind with a bag full of money and increasingly 
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violent threats from a gang of mysterious men. Should she trust - herself, or 
her first love? 
 
Available in braille 96675, ebraille 96676 and etext 96678 
 
First date by R. L. Stine. 
 

A Fear Street relaunch novel book 12 
 
Chelsea is the typical shy girl. Always home on a Saturday night, she would 
give anything to have her first date. Then, two new guys move into town and 
both ask her out. However, one of Chelsea's new boys has a terrible hobby - 
murder. 
 
Available in braille 97321, ebraille 97322 and etext 97324 

Junior collection 

Chronologica: the incredible years that defined history. 
 

This book is a fascinating journey through time, from the foundation of Rome 
to the creation of the internet. Historical events in their chronological order by 
years. 
 
Available in braille 96864 and etext 96866 

 
The deep end by Robert Swindells 
 
When budgets are cut, the local Council decides to close the pool in Barton. 
However, the pool is where Lisa Seal trains, and Lisa is tipped for Olympic 
gold. The town wastes no time in staging a peaceful protest but some people 
have other ideas! 
 
Available in braille 95612, ebraille 95613 and etext 95614. 
 
The genius of bugs by Simon Pollard 

 
Inspired by the science exhibition Bug Lab that was brought to Wellington in 
December 2016 by Te Papa and Weta Workshop. 
Talks about amazing and unexpected bugs, from the killer brain-surgeon jewel 
wasp to the master-of-disguise orchid mantis, to the New Zealand favourite, 
the wētā. 
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Available in braille 95658 and etext 95660 
 
Land of promise: the diary of William Donahue, Gravesend to Wellington, 
1839-40 by Lorraine Orman 
 

Thirteen-year-old William sets sail with his family on the Adelaide in September 
1839, bound for Port Nicholson, New Zealand. The Donahues are assisted 
emigrants, part of Edward Gibbon Wakefield's scheme to populate New 
Zealand, land promoted as the Promised Land. The journey is fraught with 
problems, and when they arrive they realise they have been misinformed about 
life in New Zealand. 
 
Available in braille 92855 and etext 92858 
 
The Mount Rushmore calamity: Flat Stanley's worldwide adventures 1 
created by Jeff Brown; written by Sara Pennypacker 
 
Flat Stanley's worldwide adventures; book 01 

 
Hoping to escape the attention brought on by the accident that flattened 

Stanley, the Lambchop family drives to South Dakota, where they become 
involved in a Wild West adventure at Mount Rushmore. 
 
Available in braille 93872 and etext 93873 
 
Myths and legends of Aotearoa by Annie Rae Te Ake Ake; illustrated by 
New Zealand secondary school artists. 
 
A collection of traditional Maori myths and legends. 
 
Available in braille 95669 and etext 95671 
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Contact details 

Blind Foundation Library 

Postal Address: 

Library 

Blind Foundation 

Private Bag 99941 

Newmarket, Auckland 1149 

Street Address: 

Awhina House 

4 Maunsell Road 

Parnell, Auckland 1052 

Phone during working hours: 

0800-24-33-33 (Toll free)  

Email: library@blindfoundation.org.nz 

Fax: 

0800-24-33-34 (Toll free) 

Blind Foundation Library - Youth 

Homai Campus 

Blind & Low Vision Education Network NZ 

Private Bag 801 

Manurewa, Auckland 2243 

Email: youthlibrary@blindfoundation.org.nz 

Phone during working hours: 

0800-24-33-33 (Toll free)  

or 268-3215 (Auckland callers) 

Fax: 09-268-3216 

 

Library Newsline on the Telephone Information Service (TIS) 

Free calling areas: 

Whangarei 929-9099 Wellington 389-3858 

Auckland 302-3344 Nelson 929-5033 

Hamilton 834-2288 Christchurch 355-8381 

Tauranga 929-6199 Timaru 688-6921 

Napier-Hastings 835-9136 Oamaru 433-1026 

Gisborne 929-1033 Dunedin 455-8833 

Palmerston North 354-8316 Balclutha 418-3332 

Wanganui 348-4403 Gore 203-3001 

New Plymouth 929-3088 Invercargill 218-6470 

All other areas:  0800-36-33-44 (Toll free) 

Sound and Touch is available in print, DAISY CD, email, braille or on TIS176. 

To change your format or cancel, please contact the Library. To receive 

Sound and Touch by email, send an email to library@blindfoundation.org.nz 


